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Slide 1 
Alma Normalization 
Rules: the Basics 
and Beyond

Julene Jones, University of 
Kentucky
and
Susan Wynne, University of 
Iowa

In collaboration with Steve 
McDonald

ELUNA 2019

 

Julene 
Steve McDonald sends his regrets.  He 
gave a presentation about norm rules 
at ELUNA 2018 that Susan and I really 
liked, so we offered to co-present with 
him this year at ELUNA.  
 
Presentation is intended for those new 
or with a small amount of experience 
with norm rules  
 
We’re going to explain what 
normalization rules are, why you 
would want to use them, when/how 
you can use them as well as their 
language then give you some 
examples in order to convince you 
that you can and should use them 
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Normalization Rules: What & Why

Normalization rules enhance MARC records consistently, efficiently 
and quickly!

Need Cataloger, Catalog Administrator or Catalog Manager Role(s). 

Impact bibliographic or holdings metadata to
add, copy, delete fields and subfields
change indicators
change tags
edit text in subfields

2  

Julene 
Most ILS / LSP have a method to 
perform batch edits; in Millenium, 
Global Update, in Voyager, GDC 
 
Simplified programming language to 
edit records 
 
(DC records can be edited using XSL 
Transformers) 
 
Why: As with all batch editing of 
records: consistency, speed, efficiency 
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On a single 
record in ME

On an import 
file

On a set of 
records in a 

job

On a 
publishing 

profile

As records are 
saved

3

Normalization Rules: When

 

Julene 
Next slides: Susan 
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Normalization Rules: Basic Syntax
4

If a given 
condition 

exists

Apply a given 
consequence

 

Susan 
This is the basic idea of normalization 
rules. 
There's also a way to apply a rule or 
rules unconditionally, if appropriate 
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when

given condition(s) is TRUE

then

invoke consequence(s)

end

Field A exists

then

add field B

Subfield C does not exist

then

add subfield C

5

Normalization Rules: Basic Syntax

 

Susan 
Conditions may be specified for the 
entire record, or for a single 
field/subfield 
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Rules, rule files, and processes

• Normalization rule: A set of actions and conditions to modify 
MARC records

• Normalization rule file: A computer file containing normalization 
rules

• Normalization process: An Alma job which can execute 
normalization rule files

• Rules are stored in a file, and executed in a process

6

Slide copied from Steve McDonald, ELUNA 
2018, How to Write Alma Normalization Rules

 

Susan 
We need to distinguish between a 
rule, rule file, and a process 
Sometimes we use this terminology 
interchangeably, but it’s really not. 
You can have a single rule in a rule file, 
or multiple rules. 
Rule files are what you put into a 
process. You can put multiple rule files 
into a process. 
You don’t have to create a process in 
order to test or apply a rule file to a 
single record, but if you want to use a 
rule file on a set, in an import profile, 
or with “Enhance the Record,” you 
must add as a process. Julene will 
show us how to add a rule file as a 
process. 
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Common commands

• addField

• addSubField

• removeField

• changeField (i.e., change 
one MARC tag to another)

• replaceContents

• copyField

• addControlField

• changeControlField

• replaceControlContents

• changeFirstIndicator

• prefix

• suffix

7  

Susan 
A few common commands 
It's important to note that because 
this is a simplified programming 
language, you have to be very precise 
with syntax, punctuation, etc. 
Add, remove, replace, etc. 
Note that if you’re working with fixed 
fields there are specific commands 
(“control”) 
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4 basic elements of a rule

• Name
– rule "Change 945 subfield 9 to h“

• when
– when

(exists "945.9")

when

(TRUE)

• then
– then

changeSubField "945.9" to "h"

• end
– end

8

To apply a rule unconditionally

 

Susan 
Clarifying what a rule is–  
Begins with the rule name (which you 
define) 
Ends 
you can have more than one 
command within a rule.  
Use when (TRUE) to apply the 
command unconditionally 
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Order and priority

• Within a single rule:
– Actions are performed in the order in which they appear

• Within a rule file containing multiple rules:
– Rules are executed in reverse order (i.e., from the bottom up) unless you 

apply a priority to one or more rules

9  

Susan 
If there are multiple rules, you use 
priorities to indicate the order to run 
them in.  If you do not, then the rules 
are run from the bottom of the list to 
the top. 
Remember rules begin with the name 
and end with “end” 
I have one rule that has more than 20 
addField and addSubField commands 
after the “when”— 
Those steps run in the order I put 
them. 
If I were to separate each one out with 
its own rule name and end, I would 
have to specify the priority I want 
them to run, unless I want them to run 
in reverse order. 
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Wildcards and special characters

• Use an asterisk (*) to match any string, or truncate:
– removeField "035" if (exists "035.a.\(OCoLC\)*")

• The subfield separator ($$) cannot appear anywhere in the rule—
even the rule name

• Special characters require an escape if you need to use the literal 
character, e.g.,

– Period (.)--escape with 4 backslashes: \\\\.

– Backslash (\)--escape with another backslash: \\

10  

Susan 
This isn’t an exhaustive list 
The period has a particular meaning, 
so if you need to input a literal period, 
you must escape it. 
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Examples of Normalization Rules

Edit LDR position 28 
unconditionally

when

(TRUE)

then

replaceControlContents "LDR.{28,1}" 
with “f"

end

Add field if not present

when

not exists “590.a.Bert T. Combs 
Appalachian Collection"

then

addField “590.a.Bert T. Combs 
Appalachian Collection"

end

11  

Julene 
 
Use cases: first adds a field to a record 
where it does not exist, the second 
edits the LDR 
 
2nd example on this slide: Tag, 
position, length 
 
LDR  posit. 28, length of 1 is blank  
(not a xmt pub) 
Replace it with f (categorize it as a 
federal government publication) 
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Let’s apply a normalization rule!

12

Say we don’t 
like 65Xs with 
2nd indicator 7

 

Julene 
 
Next slides are a lot of screenshots, 
we’ve left them in for the sake of those 
printing the slides later 
 
Say we find some number of 
occurrences of a field we don’t want 
in a record. 
 
Could go and delete each of these 
fields one by one, Edit / Remove Field 
(Ctrl F6)  or can use a 
Normalization Rule! 
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In the Metadata Editor

Go to File / New / 
Normalization Rules and enter 
your rule

 

Julene 
 
Create new rule: 
File 
New 
Normalization Rule 
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Once you 
save your rule, 
it will appear 
in the Rules / 
Normalization 
rules folder

 

Julene 
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Use the split screen 
editor and open both 
your record and your 
normalization rule. 

Click Preview

 

Julene 
In Split Editor mode; opened rule and 
bib record I want to edit 
 
Click Preview 
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Preview

Original version of record with 
affected fields highlighted

Preview of record with 
normalization rule applied

16

If you like what you see, 
click “Apply Changes”

 

Julene 
 
Now I see record as it is saved in Alma 
on left and preview of normalization 
rule as we wrote it on right 
 
650 _7s in Alma  no 650 
_7s! 
Click Apply Changes 
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Portion of record after changes applied: 
no 65X _7!

 

Julene 
 
After click apply changes, here’s what 
part of my record looks like: no 650 
_7s! 
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Normalization Process

Normalization processes may be run:

1. In Import profile, on a single / file of multiple records

2. In Metadata Editor: Edit / Enhance the record

3. In Metadata Editor: import individual records using External Search

4. Manage sets: on a set of records

18

In order to use a normalization rule in several places in Alma, you need to add it to a normalization process

 

Julene 
In order to use a normalization rule in 
various parts of Alma, it needs to be 
added to a normalization process 
 
Each normalization process may 
include one or more rules 
 
Once we do, we can configure 
normalization process 
 
Ex. Import profile can delete fields A-E, 
add field F, normalize data in field G, 
re-sequence bib and mark the record 
for synchronization to OCLC 
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Normalization Process

• Need General System Admin. or Catalog Admin. role

• Create normalization rule first

• Save it as a shared rule
(properties screen)

19  

Julene 
 
Frequently see this question on the 
Alma list: I have a rule, now what? 
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Normalization Process
20

Go to Alma Configuration / Resources / Processes

 

Julene 
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Normalization Process
21

At Process List, 
click “Add 
Process”

Then select 
“Bibliographic title” 
business entity and 
“Marc 21 Bib 
normalization” as 
type

 

Julene 
At the top of the next screen, click Add 
Process 
Then choose MARC 21 Bib 
normalization (step 1 in wizard) 
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Normalization Process
22

Give your normalization 
process a name and a 
description 

(Note: this will become the 
job name and description)

 

Julene 
(step 2 of wizard) give process a name 
and description 
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Normalization Process
23

Click “Add Tasks”

 

Julene 
(step 3 of wizard) click add task 
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Select MARC Drool Normalization
(as well as other options, if you like)

“Add and Close”

Click “Next” at top of screen

Note that you could also choose to 
suppress the bibs from Primo

 

Julene 
(step 3 of wizard) from long list of 
possibilities, select “MARC Drool 
Normalization” and click Next at top of 
screen 
 
 
Note that you could suppress the bib 
from Primo add a bib to a collection, 
among many other possibilities. 
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Select the rule you want to add to your 
process

(If you want to add multiple 
Normalization rules, add multiple 
“MARC Drool Normalization”s on 
previous screen)

Click “Save” at top of screen

Drools File Key
= 

your 
normalization 

rule

 

Julene 
(step 4 of wizard) from long list of 
possibilities, select “MARC Drool 
Normalization” and click Next at top of 
screen 
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Adding the normalization process 
automatically adds a job in the Run a Job 
list as a user defined Marc 21 bib 
normalization job that you can run on a 
set of records.

Under Alma menu / Run a job

 

Julene 
Adding this normalization process 
adds this as a job in the Run a job list / 
Bib normalization 
 
Next: Susan’s demo 
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Susan 
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Use case

• Book + accompanying audio cassette

• Cassette reformatted to CD

• Add 33X data for the CD to the existing bib
– Most examples also need 33X for the cassette

• Problem:
– Avoid changing the existing 33X for the book

29  

Susan: 
This is something that I tripped over a 
lot! 
I want to be able to add a whole new 
field with several subfields as a 
discrete unit... but the rules make you 
add one subfield at a time. 
New subfields would be added to 
EVERY instance of a field, when I only 
wanted them to be added to a certain 
field. 
So I needed to add conditions to each 
subfield. This works if I do everything 
in the right order. 
I've had this same issue with other 
fields: 5XX, 7XX, etc., when I want to 
add a subfield only to a new instance, 
but there are likely to be existing 
instances of that field. 
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Before

30

Existing 33X for the book

 

Susan: I don't really want to touch the 
existing 33X at all 
Just want to add new ones 
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First attempt to add 338 for the CD

rule "add 338 for audio disc"

when
not exists "338.a.audio disc"

then
addField "338.a.audio disc"

addSubField "338.b.sd"

addSubField "338.2.rdacarrier"

addSubField "338.3.audio disc"

end

31  

Susan 
I’m starting with a 338 for the CD. 
I thought this would simply add a new 
338 for the CD 
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Nope

32

Unintended 
consequences!

All good!

 

Susan 
My new 338 looks fine, but I also 
added unwanted subfields to the 
existing 338 
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Add conditions to individual actions

rule "add 338 for audio disc"

when

not exists "338.a.audio disc"

then

addField "338.a.audio disc" 

addSubField "338.b.sd" if (exists "338.a.audio disc")

addSubField "338.2.rdacarrier" if (exists "338.a.audio disc")

addSubField "338.3.audio disc" if (exists "338.a.audio disc")

end

33  

Susan 
I need conditions for each subfield 
other than “a” 
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Better!

34  

Susan 
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Bonus demo

How to add a normalization process
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Troubleshooting

• Open and close parentheses

• Open and close quotation marks

• Extra periods or missing periods

• Missing "when" "then" or "end"

37  

Susan 
Some things that have tripped me up! 
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Our Tips

• Preview your rules in a variety of situations (maybe use your 
Sandbox!)

• Be patient: it’s a weird language!

• Check the examples document: new ones are added often

• Ask for help: Alma-L & Alma-L Archives

• Make sure rules are saved as “Enabled” and to Shared folder if you 
want them to be available for Normalization Processes

• Add notes or comments to your rules (use #)

38  

Julene 
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Our Tips

• Read through the documentation

• Find a rule similar to your use case and duplicate it
– Often easier than starting from scratch

• Normalization rules are just one tool in your toolbox
– Indication rules can help identify records needing edits/enhancements
– You may still want/need to use MarcEdit for some projects

• Tips for using rules on sets:
– KNOW what the records/fields look like before

• Helps inform your conditions and changes

– Always itemize a logical set before running a job
• So you know which records are involved, because you may have changed the data that were 

your original search criteria

39  

Susan 
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Resources

• Alma Help Menu:
– Working with Normalization Rules

– Working with Normalization Processes

– Running Manual Jobs on Defined Sets

– Normalization Rules (video) and Ask an Expert session (01/22/2014)

– Normalization Rules Examples

• ELUNA presentations in Document Repository (available to ELUNA members)
– Steve McDonald, ELUNA 2018 “How to Write Alma Normalization Rules”

– Mike Rogers, ELUNA 2017 “Using Alma Systems Tools for Wrangling Data”

40  

Susan 
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Our contact information

Julene Jones

julene.jones@uky.edu

Susan Wynne

susan-wynne@uiowa.edu

Steve McDonald

steve.mcdonald@tufts.edu
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